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Introduction

ollowing the end of the Cold-war, the debate about the recognition
of nation-states has become more politicized.There has been a shift
from the orthodox criteria for statehood, established by the 1933
Montevideo Convention “towards a greater emphasis upon human
rights, democracy, minority rights, and thus a shift towards recognizing
remedial secession.”1 Today the great powers on the world stage such
as Russia, China and the US often take different positions in recognition
conflicts and often raise remedial rights as their justification for doing
so.
Fact box 1 - The Montevideo Convention of 1933

The Montevideo Convention on the Rights and Duties of States is a treaty
signed in 1933 by sixteen North and South American states which codified
existing legal norms and principles. The four criteria for statehood are set out
in article one of the convention as: (a) a permanent population; (b) a defined
territory; (c) government; and (d) capacity to enter into relations with the other
states.2

Reflecting the fact that no generally accepted international procedure for settling
claims for statehood exists, policies vis a vis recognition of states do not
guarantee that similar cases will be treated alike and lead to the same outcome.
There is no automatic process of integrating a new state into the international
community, the process is one of co-optation meaning “individual and collective
recognition on the part of already existing states.”
The acceptance or non-acceptance of calls for recognition from entities within or
outside the European Union has re-emerged as a political issue decades after the
colonies of European states achieved their independence.

Within the European Union the 2014 Scottish independence referendum and the
developments leading up to and following the 2017 Catalan declaration of
independence has brought the issue of state recognition to the forefront of public
debate. As exiled Catalan President Carles Puigdemont has fought extradition to
Spain in Germany and Belgium the struggle for an independent Catalan Republic
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On the secession of bodies within the EU, the ruling body has stood firm.
Donald Tusk, President of the European Council, declared on October 27th, 2017:
“For EU nothing changes. Spain remains our only interlocutor.”

has gained notoriety and further kept the recognition issue in the headlines.

Outside the European Union a plethora of unrecognized entities seek to gain the
recognition of the European Union and its Member States as sovereign states and
establish diplomatic relations.

There are also some overseas territories and non-EU regions that have
unsuccessfully sought independence from their EU-member mother state, the
latest being New-Caledonia who voted against independence from France in
2018.

This report will examine the EU’s policies towards recognition of states outside
the EU that has developed since the early 90’s and will contrast this policy with
the Libertarian case for secession and recognition of seceding states. The report
will also examine the impact of the EU’s trade and foreign aid policy on
recognition movements and examine the role and function of the Members of the
European Parliament’s Foreign Affairs Committee in the recognition process.

While “international recognition is an exclusive prerogative of sovereign states”3,
the European Union has adopted collective positions on steps entities should take
to gain recognition, most notably the 1991-1992 Declarations on the former
Soviet states and Yugoslavia in which the European Community Ministerial Council
3
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granted recognition to the states of Slovenia, Croatia and Bosnia and Herzegovina.

Since the early 90’s the recognition decisions of the European Union take three
main forms a) collective recognition as in the case of most of the Yugoslav
successor states, b) bilateral recognition by individual countries, e.g. Palestine and
Kosovo and c) collective non-recognition as in the case of Crimea, South Ossetia
and Abkhazia.

The European Union’s expanding remit under the Lisbon treaty, mainly the
formation of the European External Action Service (EEAS) and the ability to sign
treaties has, however, increased the EU’s engagement with non-recognised state
entities. At the same time the EU is increasingly torn between its normative
commitment to recognition on humanitarian or democratic grounds, and the
material and geopolitical interests of individual member states or of the union as
a whole.

In many cases such as Crimea or South Ossetia and Abkhazia, the EU’s normative
values that in principle place the union on the side of the will of the people in
conflict with other recognised states. In other cases the engagement (or nonengagement) with seceding entities has been controversial because it has been in
favour of an existing state and against “the will of the people”. In a few cases the
engagement has even resulted in an escalation of a conflict. A policy of
engagement without recognition has therefore developed and “has provided a way
to avoid some of the sensitivities.”4
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The case for
secession and recognition
of seceding states
T

2.1 Libertarian views on secession and recognition
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he United States Declaration of Independence, one of the historically
most significant political documents, filled with classical-liberal
thought, contains important references to secession.The first sentence
of the introduction states that “When…it becomes necessary for one
people to dissolve the political bands which have connected them with
another” the secessionists should “declare the causes which impel
them to separation”. The preamble goes on to state that “whenever
any Form of Government becomes destructive of these ends, it is the
Right of the People to alter or to abolish it, and to institute new
Government, laying its foundation on such principles and organizing its
powers in such form, as to them shall seem most likely to effect their
Safety and Happiness.”

Ludwig von Mises, one of the leading Classical-liberals philosophers of his time,
and an inspiration to the Libertarian5 movement in the US wrote in Nation, State
and Economy that: Liberalism “forces no one against his will into the structure of
the state.Whoever wants to emigrate is not held back. When a part of the people
of the state wants to drop out of the union, liberalism does not hinder it from
doing so. Colonies that want to become independent need only do so.”6

In Liberalism Mises goes on to specify that “the right of self-determination in
regard to the question of membership in a state thus means: whenever the
inhabitants of a particular territory, whether it be a single village, a whole district,
or a series of adjacent districts, make it known, by a freely conducted plebiscite,
that they no longer wish to remain united to the state to which they belong at
the time, but wish either to form an independent state or to attach themselves to
some other state, their wishes are to be respected and complied with. … If it

5
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were in any way possible to grant this right of selfdetermination to every individual person, it would have
to be done.”7

Mises would later critique his friend, the Spanish liberal
Salvador de Madariaga, for his opposition to Catalan
and Basque calls for independence. In Omnipotent
Government:The Rise of the Total State and Total War Mises
wrote: “It is futile to advance historical or geographical
reasons in support of political ambitions which cannot
stand the criticism of democratic principles.
Democratic
government can safeguard peace and
Classical liberalist: Ludwig
international cooperation because it does not aim at
von Mises, 1881-1973
the oppression of other peoples. If some peoples
pretend that history or geography gives them the right to subjugate other races,
nations, or peoples, there can be no peace.”8
In his essay When is political divorce justified Steven Yates, a US libertarian, influenced
by Ludwig von Mises, defined secession as “the process of political divorce and
formation of at least one new sovereign unit through a formal declaration of
independence.”9

The most prominent US Libertarian thinker, Murray Rothbard summed up the
benefits of secession in Nations by consent writing: “In short, every group, every
nationality, should be allowed to secede from any nation-state and to join any
other nation-state that agrees to have it. That simple reform would go a long way
toward establishing nations by consent.” Rothbard commented on the multitude
of trade barriers that might be erected between the new states, but came to the
conclusion that the smaller the size nation the harder it would be to “sow the
illusion of self-sufficiency if the slogan were “buy North Dakotan” than “buy
American”.” He concluded that “pending total privatization, it is clear that our
model could be approached, and conflicts minimized, by permitting secessions and
local control, down to the micro-neighborhood level, and by developing
contractual access rights for enclaves and exclaves.”10

F.A. Hayek, perhaps the universally most well-known Libertarian thinker and
Nobel laureate in economics, criticized in The Constitution of Liberty “The current
theory of democracy,” as suffering “from the fact that it is usually developed with
some ideal homogeneous community in view and then applied to the very

6
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imperfect and often arbitrary units which the existing states constitute.”11

2.2 The European Union’s views on secession and recognition

Responding to written questions from a Member of the European Parliament the
EU’s High Representative for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy Baroness Ashton
and her successor Frederica Mogherini have both stated that “the EU does not
have the competency to recognise states, only individual member states do.”12
However, of the 37 state-like entities from outside the European Union that
sought recognition since the 1990’s, “the EU has been able to formulate and grant
collective recognition to 26 states, it has withheld recognition from nine states
and left it to the member states to decide individually in two cases.”13

The considerations and
outcomes of the EU’s
practice of state recognition
are illustrated on the
following page.

Internal considerations within the EU
1. Degree of consensus among EU members
2. Existence of supranational authority such
as a UN or OSCE mediation processes

Depending on internal as
External considerations
well
as
external
1. Degree of legitimacy of the path to independence
considerations three distinct
2. Degree to which the entity fulfils the statehood criteria
outcomes are identified, (i)
3. Geopolitical interests of the EU or its member states
collective recognition, (ii)
collective non-recognition
Results of the recognition process
and (iii) bilateral recognition
1. Collective recognition
where there is no consensus
2. Collective non-recognition
reached by the EU’s Member
3. Bilateral or individual recognition
States and its institutions. A
4. Engagement without recognition
fourth outcome, engagement
without recognition, is the
chosen method when the EU
compromises between its various competing interests, such as in the case of
Taiwan.
When the EU has no vested interests in an area the recognition policy tends to
align with that of the UN, on the other hand when its geopolitical interests are
affected the EU has generally developed a policy of engagement without
recognition.

7
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2.3 The Libertarian view on secession contra the EU’s view on
secession

The European Union takes a distinctly pragmatist and non-libertarian approach to
secession and the recognition of seceding states. The collective state recognition
(or non-recognition) practice is not uniform and only partly pre-determined by
norms and principles. The determinants for recognition (or lack thereof) are
highly situational and to a large extent formed by circumstances and geopolitical
interests. This is to be expected since the EU is a multi-layered organization with
many different interests to take into consideration.

However, it is noteworthy that the EU itself fulfils one libertarian criteria for a just
state, the right of secession. The EU allows member states to secede, however,
the procedure is untested14 and the decision by the British people to leave the EU
has not been met with undivided enthusiasm by the remaining Member States or
the EU institutions.

The underpinnings of Libertarian thought on secession and the recognition of
seceding states are:
• The individual right not to be forced into a state structure (voluntary
association) and that any person or group of persons who wants to
leave a political union can do so in order to pursue their goals,
happiness, development and free choice.

• As Rothbard noted there are benefits of smaller size nations; for
example, protectionism is a harder to justify. Democracy in modern
mega-states is unviable and leads to disenfranchisement.

• The right to drop out of a union extends down to a single village; and
at least in theory, every individual.

• Secession is considered an individual right, albeit one that is exercised
collectively through group action.15 Secessionists should, however,
declare the causes leading to separation and their wishes should be
respected.
• Emphasizing conflict-minimization and rejecting subjugation based on
history, race, and nation or group identity.

The EU’s engagement with the politics of international recognition
2.4 Libertarian proposals for simplifying international recognition

It is important to stress that there is no need for the Member States of the EU
to delegate the recognition authority to an EU institution or other supranational
bodies (e.g. the UN). Of the 37 recognition decisions made by the EU since the
90’s only twice did a consensus not eventually develop among the Member States.
It is therefore quite clear that the Member States when motivated and interested
can voluntary choose to coordinate their actions for maximum impact on the
subject of the recognition decision and the international community as a whole.
Member States can function as
laboratories of innovation,
utilizing the links and insight
provided by existing diaspora
in non-recognized sates. The
local diaspora community
from an unrecognized state
should be able to freely lobby
their government to back or
reject the recognition claim. If
Harbingers of a new age - Trump, Xi and Putin.
any role can be envisioned for
the EU it would be as an interlocutor between the diaspora of unrecognized
states within the EU.

In an age of hyper-realism in foreign affairs (the age of Trump, Xi and Putin) it is
questionable whether grandstanding on issues such as democracy and human
rights is the most effective way to achieve the sought after results, peace,
prosperity and development for the unrecognized states. While norms such as
democracy, human rights and gender equality are worthwhile goals they are not
alone a basis for sound public policy, the focus on remedial recognition needs to
be toned down in favour of a focus on individual rights.
States that seek to support recognition movements can support these
movements right of initiative and petition by which they can organise referenda
or other consultative means of deciding their future.

• Promoting voluntary interaction through trade and exchange as well as
the promotion of small democratic governments that safeguard peace.

8
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EU recognition or nonrecognition in practice
F

3.1 Collective recognition

or the EU to establish a collective stance on recognition, or nonrecognition, its Member States and institutions must have come to
a consensus view on the issue setting aside national self-interests and
disagreements over the pathway to independence of the entity in
question.

One such occasion when consensus was reached was following the break-up of
the Soviet Union and Yugoslavia, when the then European Community in 1991
issued a Declaration on the ‘Guidelines on the Recognition of New States in
Eastern Europe and in the Soviet Union’.

The declaration stated that the Community and its Member States will not
recognize entities which are the result of aggression and that they would take
account of the effects of recognition on neighbouring states16 The German
government’s threat to unilaterally recognize Slovenia, Croatia and Bosnia and
Herzegovina was the driving force behind the unity found by the EC in this case.
Fact box 2 - Declaration on the ‘Guidelines on the Recognition
of New States in Eastern Europe and in the Soviet Union’

The declaration listed criteria laying down the conditions that had to be fulfilled
in order for the then European Community to recognize the independent
states, establish diplomatic relations and agree to the admission of the new
states to the international community.

The European Community set up the Badinter Commission (formally the
Arbitration Commission) to evaluate whether the seceding Yugoslav republics
met the criteria for recognition. The Badinter Commissions findings were the
first steps towards a common European policy on recognition and the basis for
the declaration which required states seeking recognition to:

10
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• Respect the provisions of the UN Charter, the Final Act of Helsinki and the
Charter of Paris;
• Provide guarantees for the rights of ethnic and national groups and
minorities in accordance with the Final Act of Helsinki;

• Respect for the inviolability of all frontiers which can only be changed by
peaceful means and by common agreement;
• Accept all relevant commitments to security and regional stability;

• Commit to settle by agreement all questions concerning State succession and
regional disputes.

Aside from Yugoslavia, the EU has mainly developed an implicit common
recognition policy towards those state entities that have obtained their
independence through UN mediation or otherwise uncontested or consensual
pathways to independence. The European Union supported the 2005 peace
agreement that led to the independence referendum in South Sudan. The EU and
its Member States issued a statement of congratulation following the Republic of
South Sudan’s independence declaration in 2011.17

In the cases of East-Timor, South Sudan, Eritrea, and Montenegro “the EU issued
joint statements on behalf of all member states, which opened the path for
individual recognition by its members.”18 In the case of East-Timor the EU
followed the UN’s policy as the UK and Germany (who had strong ties to
Indonesia) stood in the way of consensus within the EU.

Newman & Visoka claim that the collective recognition of cases such as those in
Eritrea, East-Timor, South Sudan and Montenegro “helped attune the EU’s practice
of state recognition to wider UN practices,” however, they point out that “the
satisfaction of core statehood criteria has not played a decisive role in shaping the
EU’s policy of state recognition, which underscores the political nature of this
process”. The fragile states recognized by the EU provided an opportunity “to
intervene and assist in state building and political reform.”19

In conclusion the EU’s collective state recognition practice is not uniform or predetermined by norms and principles; on the contrary it is highly situational and to
a large extent formed by circumstances and geopolitical interests.

11
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Fact box 3 – Example: EU statements on the
independence movement in East-Timor

• In August 2001, following the first democratic elections in East Timor, The
Council of the EU reiterated its full support for consolidation of the path to
independence.

The Democratic Republic of Timor-Leste was a
Portuguese colony that was taken over and ruled
by Indonesia following its first independence
declaration in 1975. In 1999 with the UN Sec.
Gen. having overseen a negotiating process
between the UN, Indonesia and Portugal, East
Timor organised an independence referendum.
Following elections and approval of the new constitution East Timor became the
first new sovereign state of the 21st century on 20 May 2002. The following
positions were taken by the EU leading up to and following the vote for
independence.
• In 1996 the Council of the EU had agreed on a common position “pursuing
the following aims: contributing to a fair comprehensive and internationally
acceptable solution to the question of East Timor, improving the human rights
situation in East Timor and supporting the UN framework intended to solve
the situation.”

• In 1998 the Council of the EU called on the Indonesian government to
release political prisoners and reduce its military presence in East-Timor.

• In April 1999 following an increase in violence, the Council of the EU
condemned the reported killing of civilians by para-military militias, calling on
the Indonesian government to hold accountable those responsible and
maintain and preserve security in the East Timorese territory. The Council
went on to call for a UN presence in the territory and welcomed the
agreement to consult the East Timorese people by direct ballot (the August
1999 referendum).

• In May 1999 the Council of the EU welcomed the signing of the agreement
by the UN, Indonesia and Portugal on the future of East Timor outlining the
basis for the referendum – either autonomy within Indonesia or
independence.

• In October 1999 the Council of the EU welcomed the decision by the
People's Consultative Assembly of East Timor to declare as void the 1978
decree incorporating East Timor into Indonesia.

12

3.2 Collective Non-recognition

Collective non-recognition obliges EU member states not to recognize as
sovereign an entity that claims statehood, usually because the creation of the new
entity in some way constituted a breach of international law. The practice of
collective non-recognition has been utilized when “the entity has proclaimed
independence without the consent of the host state, when the secession and
independence have taken place through aggressive and coercive methods and
when the EU and its members’ geopolitical interests would be threatened by the
recognition of the new state.”20 The policy of non-recognition also obliges EU
candidate countries such as Albania and Turkey, potential candidate countries such
as Bosnia and Herzegovina and the European Economic Area (EEA) and European
Free Trade Association (EFTA) countries to comply with EU non-recognition and
in the cases of Crimea and Sevastopol, EU sanctions imposed on the territory and
individuals.
In many cases where a policy of collective non-recognition by the EU has been
agreed, the EU still funds aid and infrastructure projects, sometimes (as in the case
of Northern Cyprus and Somaliland) administered by the non-recognized
government.
Taiwan is one example where the EU has utilized a policy of collective nonrecognition. The official EU policy only recognizes the People’s Republic of China
and the EU has no formal political or diplomatic relations with Taiwan.

The EU does, however, have substantial economic relations with Taiwan, many
member states have trade offices on the island and the European Economic and
Trade Office in Taiwan functions as the representation office of the EU. The
European External Action Service describes EU-Taiwan relations “a healthy trade
and economic relationship.”

The engagement without recognition approach taken towards Taiwan safeguards
the economic interests of EU member states’ with regards to China while
allowing for cooperation with Taiwan in uncontroversial areas such as education,
trade and cultural exchange.

13
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The Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus has only
been recognized by Turkey since declaring independence
in 1983 following an intervention by Turkey. EU member
state Cyprus claims sovereignty over the northern part of
the islands territory and the EU’s position is that like
Taiwan, the parties should resolve the situation through
peaceful dialogue and negotiation. The EU does, however, fund infrastructure, civil
society and aid projects in Northern Cyprus and the Turkish Cypriots have
established institutions to manage these projects. The stated goal of the Council
of the EU is to “facilitate the reunification of Cyprus by encouraging the economic
development of the Turkish Cypriot community.”

Perhaps the most poignant example of the influence of
great European powers in shaping EU policy on
recognition is the case of Western Sahara or The
Sahrawi Arab Democratic Republic. Western Sahara
after de-colonialization was urged by the UN Security
Council to organise a referendum on selfdetermination of the region. The referendum never took place as Morocco and
Mauritania occupied parts of the territory.

The Republic of Somaliland declared independence in
1991 during the Somali civil war after the fall of Dictator
Siad Barre when a provisional government was
established without inclusion of Somaliland clans. The
Isaaq clan, predominant in Somaliland, had organised the
Somali National Movement (SNM) militia which had its
base in the north of Somalia in the region formerly administered as the British
Somaliland Protectorate.

Since independence Somaliland has developed robust democratic institutions and
is by regional standards stable. Despite ratifying a constitution for Somaliland by
referendum in 2001 the “EU does not recognise Somaliland because of its nonconsensual secession, the policy of collective non-recognition is also motivated by
geopolitical considerations, fearing that the alteration of borders could destabilise
the entire Horn of Africa, a strategic route for European trade.”21

Somalia and Somaliland cooperate in the pursuit of international development aid,
and the EU’s policy of engagement without recognition has ensured a sizeable part
of the EU’s development aid (in total 1,2 billion EUR since 2008) for Somalia is
administered by the Somaliland government. The EU’s official position that a
“permanent solution to the status of Somaliland should be reached through
negotiations between the authorities of Somaliland and the Federal Government
of Somalia”22 has laid bare the tension between the EU’s commitment to
supporting democracy and self-determination and its commitment to state
sovereignty, especially since Somaliland has achieved a more stable and democratic
state than others in the region.
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Today Spain, the former colonial power, “appears to support the right of Sahrawi
people to self-determination” while “France tends to side more with Morocco for
geopolitical and cultural reasons.”23

The lack of consensus has led the EU to adapt a position supporting the UN’s
efforts at achieving “a just, lasting and mutually acceptable political solution, which
will provide for the self-determination of the people of Western Sahara”.24

Despite the European Court of Justice and other court rulings that stated that
Western Sahara is not part of Morocco (part of a dispute relating to the Fishing
agreement between the EU and Morocco) the conclusion of EU-Morocco
association agreement in 2000, the granting of “advanced status” to Morocco in
2008 and the organisation of the first EU-Morocco Summit during the Spanish EU
Presidency in 2010 as well as the conclusion of the EU-Morocco Fisheries
Partnership Agreement (modified in 2017 and 2018) all imply that the EU has, in
exchange for geopolitical considerations, de-facto accepted Moroccan control
over Western Sahara.
Following the news of the latest EU-Morocco deal the
West Saharan envoy to the European Commission said
the agreement “only encourages the Moroccan
occupation […] The European Commission is accomplice
to this robbery.”25

In 2008 following unrest and war in Georgia the EU for
the first time “pursued an explicit position of collective
non-recognition […] in the cases of Abkhazia and South
Ossetia, two breakaway regions of Georgia.”26 The
Council of the EU stated that no EU members would
recognise the break-away territories, called on other
states not to recognise the independence proclamations

15
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and strongly condemned “Russia's unilateral decision to recognise the
independence of Abkhazia and South Ossetia.”27 The EU further reminded its
partners across the globe that “any recognition would hurt the core interests of
the EU and would not be without consequences to the quality and depth of your
relations with the EU.”28

of view of unrecognized states, as a hegemonic impasse which prevents
unrecognized states from gaining recognition.

Crimea and Sevastopol are the latest examples of the
EU’s collective position of non-recognition. The
Presidents of the Council of the EU and the Commission
issued a joint statement in 2014 following the Russian
intervention in Crimea and Sevastopol. They stated that
“the sovereignty, territorial integrity and independence of
Ukraine must be respected.The European Union does neither recognise the illegal
and illegitimate referendum in Crimea nor its outcome.The European Union does
not and will not recognise the annexation of Crimea and Sevastopol to the
Russian Federation.”29

Unlike other crises this one saw the EU directly implicated. The Russian
intervention in Crimea came following Ukraine’s expressed intent to sign an
Association Agreement with the EU.

In 2016 six Foreign Ministers from Baltic and Nordic EU member states stated
that “the EU non-recognition policy and the sanctions…will remain in place as
long as Russia's illegal annexation continues.”30

The consequences EU members face from its collective non-recognition policy
with regard to Crimea are multiple. EU-Russia relations are negatively affected for
the foreseeable future, sanctions have harmed the economies of some member
states (paradoxically in some cases those most in favour of tough sanctions) and
energy insecurity has increased. Russia as a regional or great power has of course
taken counter-measures, including a campaign to delegitimize the EU by
disinformation and encouraging populist political movements that could challenge
the EU from within.

Contradictions can be found between what Newman & Visoka describe as
“preserving the existing state-centric order” and “the EU’s progressive agenda in
other foreign policy areas, such as the promotion of gender equality, democracy,
human security and human rights.”31

In conclusion collective non-recognition can be viewed, especially from the point

16

3.3 Bilateral recognition

In the cases of Palestine and Kosovo, the EU has been unable to reach either a
consensus of non-recognition or recognition.

The February 18th 2008 Council conclusions following the
declaration of independence by the Parliament of Kosovo
stated that “Member States will decide, in accordance with
national practice and international law, on their relations
with Kosovo.”38 The Council of the EU later expressed its
“willingness to assist the economic and political
development of Kosovo.”33 The EU did not contest the
declaration or consider it a breach of international law; it merely stated that
Kosovo was a unique case which did not call into question the principles of
sovereignty and territorial integrity. The EU also promised future membership to
Kosovo “upon satisfaction of various political and economic criteria” which could
be considered an act of implied recognition.34

In 2015 Kosovo signed the Stabilisation and Association Agreement with the EU
which signifies engagement on multiple levels between the EU and states seeking
membership, the agreement entered into force in 2016 and “constitutes the first
contractual relationship between the EU and Kosovo.”35 The European Parliament
has passed numerous resolutions calling on the five EU member states that have
not recognised Kosovo to do so. The non-recognition of these five EU member
states has not stopped the EU from providing assistance to
Kosovo.

While there is wide-spread consensus between the EU
institutions and the EU member states on how to resolve
the Israeli-Palestine conflict (mainly the two-state solution)
and a common position on the Middle East Peace Process
exists there is no common EU position on Palestine
statehood. In 2014 Sweden unilaterally extended diplomatic recognition to
Palestine. The EU has expressed “its readiness to recognize a Palestinian State
when appropriate” and “its support and wish for Palestine to become a full
member of the United Nations as part of a solution to the conflict.”36
Geopolitical interests and special relationships between certain EU members and
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Members of the
European Parliament and
the recognition process

S

ome Members of the European Parliament have taken up various
cases of state recognition, however, the issue is far from an urgent
concern for the majority of the members.

Crossing borders: whatever its dichotomy of views is regarding recognition, the European Union
has invested heavy sums to finance humanitarian assistance in Palestine.

Israel prevent the forming of a consensus position.

According to Newman and Visoka the EU’s policy in these two cases “is a byproduct of internal dynamics, and in the case of Palestine, an external environment
conditioned by transatlantic relations and geopolitical calculations.”37

3.5 Engagement without recognition – the role of the EU’s trade and
aid policies

As seen in cases where the EU utilizes a policy of engagement without recognition
such as vis a vis Taiwan, or where the EU has taken no position in favour or against
recognition (Kosovo and Palestine) or in cases like Somaliland where collective
non-recognition is the policy of the EU, trade and foreign aid programmes can still
go on, function and deliver for the unrecognized states. The European
Commission “has provided more than €700 million in humanitarian assistance” to
Palestine since 2000 38 and in total the EU provided the Palestinian Authority with
5,3 billion EUR from 1993-2013. 39
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The European Parliament as a whole has passed resolutions supporting “in
principle recognition of Palestinian statehood and the two-state solution.”40 In
2011 it passed a resolution that “supports and calls on Member States to be
united in addressing the legitimate demand of the Palestinians to be represented
as a state at the United Nations as a result of negotiations.”41 More recently a
2018 European Parliament delegation (mainly composed of left-wing politicians)
to the territory “reiterated our call upon EU member states to recognise the
state of Palestine immediately.”42

In the case of a recently recognized country such as
South Sudan the European Parliament is more actively
involved in expressing its opinion, perhaps due to a feeling
of responsibility following the recognition granted the EU
and its Member States. The parliament passed a
resolution in May 2017 “calling for the EU to pursue an
international arms embargo against South Sudan”43 and
another resolution in September 2017 on arms exports expressing its concern
over the alleged diversions of exports of Small and Light Weapons from European
countries.44 In July 2017 the European Parliament recommended to the Council
“to work with the international community as a whole to solve humanitarian and
security crises threatening the African continent, in particular […] South Sudan.”45
A resolution passed in 2016 “welcoming the ratification of the UN Convention on
the Rights of Child and its Optional Protocols by South Sudan”46 while another
resolution on Peace Support Operations – EU engagement with the UN and the
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The EU’s engagement with the politics of international recognition
recognition or engagement without recognition. In the cases of bilateral
recognition such as Palestine, where Member States are split there usually is a
majority of MEP’s in favour of the consensus position (in this case the two-statesolution) while a well-coordinated minority opposes this position.

While the EU does not recognize Somaliland, the European Parliament
Committee on Foreign Affairs has hosted the Minister for Foreign Affairs of
Somaliland Mohamed Bihi Yonis for an Exchange of views in association with the
Delegation for relations with the Maghreb countries and the Arab Maghreb
Union.49

Talking shop: resolutions are passed aplenty in this building but much that goes out can have little
impact upon the peoples of the countries who are the subject of such earnest debate.

African Union notes the US contribution to UN operations in South Sudan. The
above recommendations and resolutions only convey the opinion of the
Parliament, with minimal impact, legislative force or backing on the ground.
47

In areas such as the budget, or financial rules, where the European Parliament has
more impact on legislation, the Committee on Foreign Affairs rarely is the lead
Committee and therefore again can only share its opinion on proposals that fall
within its remit. One such example was the revision of Regulation No 966/2012
on the financial rules applicable to the general budget of the Union when the
Committee on Foreign Affairs noted that “applying existing financial rules,
designed for a functioning European internal market rather than for crisis
situations in countries like Mali or South Sudan, often means that essential
materials are delivered more than six months after a tender is launched.”48

In an 2018 opinion of the Committee of Foreign Affairs on the draft Council
decision on the conclusion of the agreement between the European Union and
the Kingdom of Morocco the Foreign Affairs Committee stated that the
“agreement does not imply the recognition of Morocco’s sovereignty over
Western Sahara.”50

The Committee on Foreign Affairs has tabled and passed multiple resolutions on
Russia, Crimea and the situation in Ukraine. A recently tabled report from the
Committee on the implementation of the EU Association Agreement with
Ukraine condemns “the illegal annexation of the Autonomous Republic of Crimea
and the city of Sevastopol.”51 The European Parliament as a whole passed a
resolution in March 2017 on the Ukrainian prisoners in Russia and the situation
in Crimea stating that the “annexation of Crimea by the Russian Federation is
illegal and in violation of international law.”52

4.1 The activities of the European Parliament's Committee on
Foreign Affairs

The Committee on Foreign Affairs is considered one of the more prestigious
European Parliament committees, though in reality it has very little power, and
spends most of its time expressing its opinion on various foreign policy issues.

In relation to state recognition the Committee has generally expressed a wide
array of opinions supporting the EU’s collective position, be it recognition, non20
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T

he process of recognition of new nation-states has become
increasingly politicized in recent years, reflecting a shift from the
orthodox criteria (permanent population, defined territory, a viable
government and a capacity for international relations) towards “a greater
emphasis upon human rights, democracy, minority rights, and thus a shift
towards recognizing remedial secession.” International powers increasingly
cite the concept of ‘remedial rights’ in secession disputes.
As no generally accepted international procedure for settling claims for
statehood exists, the process is one of individual and collective
recognition by existing powers. Within the EU this has been brought
sharply into focus by events in Scotland, Belgium and Spain, as well as
states like Crimea and Western Sahara on its periphery.
This timely special report examines the EU’s position on international
recognition and what it could mean for the future of the worlds’s
emergent states.
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